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Abstract
This paper experimentally investigates how concerns for social approval relate to
intrinsic motivations to purchase ethically. Participants state their willingness-to-
pay for both a fair trade and a conventional chocolate bar in private or publicly. A
standard model of social image predicts that all participants increase their fair trade
premium when facing an audience. We find that the premium is indeed higher in
public than in private. This effect, however, is driven by participants who preferred
a conventional chocolate bar over a fair trade one in a pre-lab choice. For those who
chose the fair trade chocolate bar, public exposure does not change the fair trade
premium. This is captured by a generalized model where intrinsic preferences and
the concern for social approval are negatively correlated.
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1 Introduction
There is substantial evidence that individuals desire to signal pro-social behavior in the
lab (e.g. Andreoni and Bernheim, 2009; Ariely et al., 2009) and in the field (e.g. Car-
penter and Myers, 2010; Soetevent, 2011). Specifically, empirical research also suggests
that choices for products considered to be ethical are driven not only by intrinsic mo-
tivation but also by concerns for social approval (Griskevicius et al., 2010; Sexton and
Sexton, 2014). How intrinsic motivation and image concerns interact is important for
the supply and pricing policy of these products (Friedrichsen, 2016). Furthermore, the
interaction is relevant for assessing potentially negative effects of incentives on behavior
motivated by intrinsic motivation or image concerns (Bénabou and Tirole, 2006; Gneezy
and Rustichini, 2000).1 Little is known about this interaction between intrinsic motiva-
tion and concerns for social approval from empirical work. This paper starts filling this
gap by assessing in a laboratory experiment, how intrinsic motivation and social image
concerns interact.
In the experiment, we test whether individuals who are intrinsically motivated to
support fair trade react more or less strongly to opportunities for image building than
individuals who are not intrinsically motivated. Before subjects come to the experiment,
we elicit a proxy for their intrinsic motivation for supporting fair trade by offering a
choice between two chocolate bars: either a smaller fair trade one or a larger conven-
tional one. This is offered as an additional reward for taking part in the experiment. In
the experiment itself, participants first engage in a market game unrelated to chocolate
or fair trade products. Then we elicit in an incentive-compatible way their willingness
to pay both for conventional and fair trade chocolate in order to derive the fair trade
premium each individual subject is willing to pay, which is our main variable of in-
terest. Our treatments vary whether the willingness to pay is kept private or must be
announced publicly. Thus, we vary whether participants can build an image among
their fellow participants for being concerned about fair trade. In a questionnaire, we
1Consider a supposedly ethical product (such as environmentally friendly, fair trade, or those bun-
dled with charitable donations) that is purchased by people who are intrinsically motivated to support
the cause related to the product as well as those primarily concerned with the positive image derived from
this purchase. Providing extrinsic incentives can dilute the image derived from the purchase and, as a
result, crowd out purchases of image-motivated consumers. Crowding out of intrinsically motivated con-
sumers may be problematic because they are arguably more willing to make an effort to observe whether
the products satisfy the necessary standards. Intrinsically motivated agents are actually crowded out
only if they are also concerned with their social image.
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ask for knowledge about and attitudes towards fair trade and confirm that the latter are
positive, so that our variation of image building opportunities indeed allows partici-
pants to derive a positive social image.
Our theoretical framework follows Bénabou and Tirole (2006) in assuming that be-
having pro-socially confers a positive social image or social esteem, such that image-
concerned individuals should behave more pro-socially in the public sphere than in
private.2 Under the standard assumption that all individuals have identical image con-
cerns, we derive several hypotheses that we test in our experiment. Our main hypothe-
ses are, first, that in the private condition, participants who chose a fair trade chocolate
bar before the experiment will state an average fair trade premium that is higher than
the one stated by those participants who chose a conventional bar before the experi-
ment (Hypothesis 1), second, that all participants will increase their fair trade premium
by the same amount if it is elicited publicly than if it is elicited in private (Hypothesis 2)
and third, that as a consequence also in the public condition those who chose fair trade
chocolate before the experiment will state a higher fair trade premium than those who
chose conventional chocolate (Hypothesis 3).
In the private setting, we find that subjects who revealed that they have no intrinsic
motivation for fair trade by choosing the conventional chocolate bar before the exper-
iment began have significantly lower fair trade premiums than those who revealed an
intrinsic fair trade preference by choosing the fair trade chocolate bar, supporting Hy-
pothesis 1. In contrast to Hypothesis 2, though, only those participants who chose the
conventional chocolate before the experiment exhibited a significantly larger fair trade
premium in public than in private. As a result, in the public setting on average both
groups of participants stated fair trade premiums that were not statistically different,
thus not supporting Hypothesis 3.
Using a generalized model of image concerns, we show that all of our experimental
findings are rationalized if intrinsic motivation and image concerns are negatively cor-
related and present a possible foundation for such a negative correlation. Furthermore,
we discuss alternative approaches and show that our data is inconsistent with models
of fair trade purchases that predict a positive correlation, as, for instance, a model of
expressive behavior does.
2Alternative signaling explanations for charitable behavior argue that the size of the contribution
reveals an individual’s wealth (Glazer and Konrad, 1996; Harbaugh, 1998). This channel is absent from
our design since purchases were made from the experimental endowment, but it may play a role in the
field evidence on image concerns in giving.
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These findings have three implications. First, incentives (such as, for example ma-
terial rewards) that encourage those not intrinsically motivated to engage in socially
beneficial behavior–which, as argued above, can undermine the image from the corre-
sponding choice–will not crowd out intrinsically motivated socially beneficial behav-
ior in our sample. This finding suggests that incentivizing fair trade purchases (e.g.,
through subsidies) may be a reasonable idea. Second, as a general insight, correlations
between intrinsic motivation and image concerns are economically relevant, and the-
oretical models therefore need to allow for significant correlations between types and
their signaling concerns. Our stylized extended model suggests that this is feasible in
a tractable way. Third, for the inferred negative correlation between intrinsic motiva-
tion and image concerns, an optimally designed product portfolio will induce partial
pooling of different consumer types (cf. Friedrichsen, 2016).
Our experiment uses fair trade products, understood as bundles of a base product
with a charitable contribution as in Reinstein and Song (2012).3 By stating a high will-
ingness to pay for the bar of fair trade chocolate in the experiment, the participants can
signal their pro-social attitudes. This is natural because consumer products are a fre-
quently used signaling medium (e.g. Miller, 2009). Teyssier et al. (2015) find that WTPs
for conventional chocolate decrease in public, leading to higher premiums for fair trade
in public, but did not investigate intrinsic preferences or heterogeneity. In addition, a
field experiment in German coffee shops finds that consumers donate larger amounts
if these are bundled with a coffee purchase than if coffee and donations are bought
separately (Koppel and Schulze, 2013). This is explained by social image concerns be-
cause the consumers have to communicate their choices to the staff if the donations
are bundled with the product, whereas direct donations are just dropped into a box
anonymously. As this paper focuses on consumer preferences and behavior, we do not
discuss potential benefits or pitfalls of fair trade but refer to Dragusanu et al. (2014) and
the literature surveyed therein for an economic analysis of it.4
We introduce our design in Section 2, develop a theoretical model to derive our
hypotheses in Section 3, and present our results in Section 4. In Sections 5 and 6, we
discuss possible explanations and implications. Section 7 concludes.
3Such bundles need not be efficient, i.e., the price of the bundle may exceed the sum of the price
of the private good and the donation as would be the case if retailers increase their markups for fair
trade products. Consumers indeed also choose inefficient bundles (see Munro and Valente, 2016, for
experimental evidence).
4A literature survey focusing on the effects of fair trade on the welfare of smallholders is provided by
Dammert and Mohan (2015).
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2 Experimental design and procedures
Our experimental design consists of two sets of choices. First, after participants have
registered for the experiment, but before they arrive at the laboratory, we derive a proxy
to determine their preference for fair trade. Second, they participate in a laboratory
experiment in which they take part in a market game before we elicit their willingness
to pay a price premium for a fair trade product.
Proxy for intrinsic preference In order to derive a proxy for their intrinsic preference
for fair trade, via email we offered subjects a choice between a bar of fair trade milk
chocolate and a bar of conventional milk chocolate as an additional reward for coming
to the experiment. This email was sent and had to be answered before they came to
the laboratory, but the chocolate bars were distributed only after the experiment. Since
fair trade chocolate is typically more expensive, we offered a choice between a slightly
larger (125g) bar of conventional chocolate and a standard size (100g) bar of fair trade
chocolate.5 As few subjects chose the conventional chocolate bar in our first sessions,
we offered a choice between two bars of conventional chocolate and one bar of fair trade
chocolate in the following sessions. We balanced the design with respect to whether we
offered one or two bars of conventional chocolate. The difference in trade-offs offered
should have moved some subjects with positive willingness to pay to support fair trade
between categories. This can only have weakened the comparison between the two
classes of subjects.6 Another reason why our proxy could be noisy is that some partici-
pants might not like milk chocolate at all. We expect that even in this case they would
choose the chocolate produced according to their preferred method, because even if
they give away or throw away the chocolate it makes sense to choose the fair trade bar
if they think fair trade is helpful and choose the conventional one if they think fair trade
is a scam. They might also, however, simply randomize because they do not think much
about the production standard of a product they would never buy. In this case, on ex-
pectation half of them would be classified wrongly and thus our classification would
be diluted. This could weaken the differences between the fair trade and conventional
choosers as we classify them.7
5An English translation of the email text can be found in Appendix E.
6The main results hold for either version of the trade-off. See also footnotes 21 and 22.
7Furthermore, participants who have a very weak preference in favor of fair trade that would nor-
mally not outweigh the size difference between the two types of chocolate that we offer might choose the
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Market game The laboratory experiment itself consists of two parts. In the first part,
the participants take part in a market game modified from Danz et al. (2012), with par-
ticipants taking the roles of firms, consumers and workers. This market game serves
two purposes. On the one hand, given that the second part is short, we used the op-
portunity to assess the generalizability of fair behavior observed in an experimental
market by comparing behavior in this market with fair trade choices both before the
experiment and in its second part. This analysis is the focus of a separate paper (Engel-
mann et al., 2017).8 On the other hand, the market game serves to start the experiment
in a relatively conventional fashion, thus removing the focus from the rather unusual
chocolate purchase in the second part. This is particularly important as the participants
were promised a bar of chocolate as an additional reward for participating in the ex-
periment. If the experiment had started with another chocolate-related choice, subjects
might have connected the two chocolate-related choices to each other. We think such
a connection that might trigger undesired demand effects is less likely with the chosen
order. Indeed, many subjects had forgotten about the first (email-based) chocolate when
they were paid at the end of the experiment.
Willingness-to-pay In the second part, we use a random price mechanism (Becker
et al., 1964) to elicit from each participant his or her willingness-to-pay (WTP) for both
a fair trade and a conventional dark chocolate bar. Specifically, subjects enter a price
between 0 and 2 Euros, where any multiple of e 0.01 is permitted. Then we draw a
price from a uniform distribution of all integer multiples of e 0.01 between 0 and 2
Euros. Subjects receive a bar of the chocolate type sold if their stated WTP for that
type is at least as high as the randomly chosen price. Which type of chocolate is sold
is determined randomly after the price has been chosen such that the mechanism is
incentive compatible for both types of chocolate. We chose dark chocolate for this part
of the experiment instead of milk chocolate. This ensures that subjects cannot end up
with two identical bars of chocolate, which could have reduced their willingness to pay
fair trade bar if they intend to give it away and hence be classified as fair trade choosers but would not if
we had offered a taste variant that they liked. Again, this should only dilute the difference between the
two groups of participants.
8In this market game, a worker player passively collects wages, two firms choose prices and wages
and a monopsonistic buyer who is informed about both prices and wages can decide how to split pur-
chases between the two firms. The passiveness of the worker player combined with the market power of
the buyer make this setting suitable to study the buyer’s willingness to pay for fair treatment of workers
in a market setting.
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for the type of chocolate that they were already sure to receive. We also did not choose
well-known brands, in order to minimize the chance that the subjects’ willingness to
pay was based on taste preferences due to personal experience or anchoring on market
prices. From these two WTPs, we infer individuals’ willingness’ to pay a premium for
the fair trade chocolate as WTPfair − WTPconv. We call this the fair trade premium.
Treatments Our two treatments differ in whether the WTPs are elicited publicly or in
private. In treatment private, individuals enter their WTPs privately at the computer.
In treatment public, after they have entered their WTPs privately at the computer, all
subjects stand up and announce their WTPs publicly among the group of participants.
They are informed about this procedure before entering their WTPs at the computer.
The difference in the fair trade premiums between the treatments serves as our measure
for image concerns.
We note that while the random price mechanism (Becker et al., 1964) is incentive
compatible in theory, it has been pointed out that experimental subjects may miscon-
ceive this mechanism (Plott and Zeiler, 2005; Cason and Plott, 2014). Such misconcep-
tions should be of much less concern in our experiment. Misconceptions appear to be
more of an issue for elicitation of willingness to accept to forego an item rather than
for willingness to pay to obtain an item. More importantly, we are only interested in
the fair trade premium and, in particular, in the question of whether this differs signif-
icantly across groups or treatments. Our analysis is robust to misconceptions that only
lead to a bias that is monotone in the true WTP.9 One could imagine further misconcep-
tions, but it appears that in order to test hypotheses relying on whether differences (as
well as differences-in-differences and diffs-in-diffs-in-diffs) in WTP are significant, the
random price mechanism is substantially more robust to misconceptions than when it
is used to measure absolute WTP.
Procedures The experiment was computerized using zTree (Fischbacher, 2007) and
took place in the experimental economics laboratory at the University of Mannheim
(mLab) in May, June, and October, 2012. Participants were recruited using ORSEE
(Greiner, 2015). An English translation of the (German) instructions for the second part
of the experiment is included in Appendix F. We conducted 8 sessions with 16-20 par-
9Note that monotonicity implicitly requires that the misconception is not systematically correlated
with the treatment or the chocolate choice before the experiment.
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conventional fair trade
price in e 0.26 0.27 0.97 1.85 0.25 1.01 1.20 1.78
treatment public private private public public private public private
#participants 16 16 20 20 16 16 20 20
#bars sold 11 9 2 0 12 2 7 0
Table 1: Prices drawn and number of chocolate bars paid out to participants.
ticipants each, with a total of 144 participants. For the market game, each participant
received a show-up fee of e 5; for the second part of the experiment in which we elicit
the WTPs, each participant received an additional endowment of e 4. Average cash
earnings were e 18.63, including the show-up fee and the endowment in the second
part, as well as subtracting payments for chocolate if applicable.10 In the second part,
the payoff-relevant chocolate was conventional and fair trade in half of the sessions
each. We handed out conventional chocolate to 22 subjects and fair trade chocolate to
21 subjects. Details about the (randomly chosen) prices at which chocolates were sold
are collected in Table 1.
After entering their WTPs (but before they announce them in public), subjects fill
in an extensive questionnaire regarding their attitudes toward and knowledge about
fair trade. The answers to this questionnaire allow us to confirm the validity of our
proxy for intrinsic motivation as those who chose fair trade chocolate report buying fair
trade products significantly more often and report significantly more positive attitudes
toward fair trade (see Figures 5 and 6, and Table 3 in Appendix D.1).
Participating in the market game could potentially impact the stated willingness to
pay in the last part of the experiment. Note, however, that up to and including the
market experiment, the two treatments are perfectly identical and hence there is no
clear reason how the market game should lead to treatment differences and moreover
to heterogeneity in the reaction to the treatment. One plausible route how the market
game could have impacted an individual’s willingness to pay is through the earnings
from this stage. We thus control for these earnings in the regression analysis below.
Our analysis evaluates the decisions of 121 subjects who made their choice between
fair trade and conventional chocolate via email as described above. Among these 121
10In the market game in the first part of the experiment, participants in the role of firms earned e 4.50
on average, those in the role of workers earned e 6.31 on average, and those in the role of consumers
earned e 23.73 on average.
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subjects, before coming to the lab, 32 chose conventional chocolate, while the remaining
89 chose fair trade. In addition, 23 newly recruited subjects participated in our experi-
mental sessions, but are not included in the analysis. For these subjects, the chocolate
choice that we intended to use as a proxy for their intrinsic preference was taken in
public during a recruitment day and not via email.11
3 Theoretical background and hypotheses
In this section, we derive hypotheses based on a standard model of image concerns
where all consumers have identical concerns for social image. We then consider the
implications of heterogenous image concerns. Proofs are in Appendix A.
Preference Suppose utility of consuming conventional and fair trade chocolate are
given by
vconv(pconv) = uqconv − pconv and vfair(pfair) = uqfair +m− pfair (1)
respectively, where pconv and pfair denote the prices of conventional and fair trade choco-
late, u is the marginal utility of chocolate, qconv and qfair are the (potentially quality-
adjusted) sizes of the conventional and the fair trade chocolate bar, and m is an individ-
ual’s intrinsic motivation for supporting fair trade.
Assume that u is normally distributed with mean ū and variance σu. Further, assume
that preferences for fair trade, m, are normally distributed with mean m̄ and variance
σm, and that these are independent of the taste for chocolate u. Each individual privately
knows her realizations of u and m.
Classification by proxy Denote the size of the conventional chocolate by qconv = x and
the size of the fair trade chocolate by qfair = x − d, where d > 0. Individuals select the
fair trade chocolate if
(x− d)u+m > xu (2)
11Out of 222 new recruits, only 23 actually showed up to one of our experimental sessions and their
chocolate choices are not balanced across treatments such that we cannot separately analyze this sub-
group. A pooled analysis is not sensible because of the public recruitment situation, which biases the
proxy due to image concerns already being active at this stage.
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and choose conventional chocolate if the reverse inequality holds. An individual is
indifferent between the fair trade bar and the larger conventional chocolate bar if her
intrinsic motivation to support fair trade exactly compensates for the reduction in quan-
tity. Thus, the threshold valuation of fair trade that compensates the size difference at a
given chocolate valuation u is defined as an increasing function m(u) = du. Given the
independent distribution of m and u, those classified as fair trade choosers are expected
to have a higher m and a lower u on average. We find, however, that the fair trade and
conventional choosers do not differ in u, see Appendix B.12
Willingness-to-pay in the private setting If asked for her WTP, an individual may
deviate from (1) by a random noise term. Moreover, for clarity of exposition, we abstract
from the effect of the size of the chocolate bar on WTP and normalize the size to 1.13 In
the public setting, stated WTP can also be affected by image concerns. We will introduce
these below after discussing WTP in the private setting. Specifically, we assume that the
stated WTPs for both types of chocolate are given by
wconv(u,m) = u+ ηconv and wfair(u,m) = u+m+ ηfair, (3)
where ηconv ∼ N (0, σconv) and ηfair ∼ N (0, σfair).
14 Since heterogeneous tastes for choco-
late u have a level effect on both WTPs, we focus on the individuals’ willingness to pay
a premium for fair trade chocolate as given by
a(m) := wfair(u,m)− wconv(u,m) = m+ ε (4)
where ε = ηfair −ηconv is a noise term that is normally distributed with ε ∼ N (0, σR), and
σR is the variance of the difference of both individual error terms.
12One reason for this observation may be that fair trade chocolate is typically perceived to be of higher
quality, which is also supported by our questionnaire data. Thus, the perceived quality difference may
compensate for the size difference.
13In principle, the size difference may also affect stated WTP, and the model can be extended to cover
this without affecting our hypotheses regarding the treatment. See Appendix B for evidence that we do
not find an effect of the size difference on the WTP.
14We note that while we allow for negative valuation of chocolate (u < 0), negative prices are excluded
in the experimental design and stated willingness to pay is restricted to non-negative values. An individ-
ual can always state a WTP of zero in which case receiving a chocolate bar is almost a zero-probability
event. Also, chocolate can be freely discarded, which makes eliciting negative WTP non-incentive com-
patible.
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As there is no scope for social signaling in the private case, only the individual’s
intrinsic valuation for fair trade and her utility from chocolate affect her WTP. The stated
premium for fair trade is directly linked to the individual’s valuation for fair trade: if
m′ > m, then E[a|m′] = m′ > m = E[a|m]. Furthermore, upon knowing which type of
chocolate an individual chose in the classification stage, we can update our expectation
of her motivation to support fair trade because E[m|chose fair] > E[m|chose conv]. This
yields the following hypothesis.
Hypothesis 1. (Private elicitation) If elicited in private, the average fair trade premium is higher
for individuals classified as fair trade choosers than for those classified as conventional choosers,
E[a|chose fair] > E[a|chose conv].
Hypothesis 1 follows if, conditional on their basic utility from chocolate, the WTP
for fair trade is higher for fair trade choosers because they have the stronger fair trade
preference m, which made them choose the fair trade chocolate bar over the conven-
tional one. Alternatively, Hypothesis 1 would also be implied if the fair trade choosers
simply care less about chocolate, i.e., have a smaller u rather than a higher m. As al-
ready noted above, we do not find evidence that u differs between fair trade choosers
and conventional choosers, see Appendix B.
Willingness-to-pay in the public setting Individuals may care about their social im-
age as a pro-social person. In the private setting, there is a direct link between an in-
dividual’s pro-sociality as given by her preference for fair trade, m, and her fair trade
premium a. This suggests that the fair trade premium can be used to signal pro-sociality.
Assume that the social image function R(a) : R → R attached to an observed fair
trade premium a is the public’s belief about an individual’s attitude m toward fair trade.
This inference function maps each observed fair trade premium, a, to an expected fair
trade preference, which in equilibrium must be consistent with the conditional expec-
tation of an individual’s type upon observing her stated premium a, i.e., R(a) = E[m|a]
in equilibrium. Note that we need the willingness to pay for both types of chocolate
to compute the social image. When only the WTP for fair trade chocolate is observed,
the inference on m is confounded by heterogeneity in the base utility from chocolate u.
Under the assumption that wconv is a reliable measure of u also in the public setting,
15
considering the fair trade premium a controls for the base utility from chocolate u.
15This assumption is supported by our data. Figure 2 shows that wconv is virtually unaffected by the
treatment.
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Stated WTP thus determines an experimental participant’s outcome in two ways.
First, a higher WTP for a type of chocolate increases the probability that the participant
will purchase this type of chocolate. Second, the stated fair trade premium a affects
the participant’s social image R(a). Therefore the expected utility from stating the WTP














where a = wfair−wconv is the stated fair trade premium, Fconv(pconv) and Ffair(pfair) are the
cumulative distribution functions of pconv and pfair, respectively and consumption utility
vconv(pconv) and vfair(pfair) are given by (1). The realized social image is denoted by R(a),
ρ is the marginal utility of social image, and λ ∈ {0, 1} indicates whether the purchasing
decision is private (0) or public (1).16
Since both preferences and the error terms in the stated WTP are normally dis-
tributed, all WTP differences on the real line can occur with positive probability, and
in particular all differences that can technically be observed in our experiment, i.e., all
a ∈ [−2, 2] are expected to occur with positive probability for individuals in an equilib-
rium. Then, the inference function, and so the anticipated social image, is well-defined
across the entire interval. In line with the literature (e.g., Bénabou and Tirole, 2006), we
concentrate on the case where the image function is differentiable.
Assumption 1. Assume that the inference function R(a) is differentiable in a.
To obtain a higher observed premium and improve her social image, an individual
may increase her WTP for fair trade. Stating a WTP for fair trade is costly though.
Specifically, we assume that an increase in the WTP for fair trade and, thereby, the fair
trade premium from the privately optimal level a = m to a = m+∆, is associated with
a cost c(∆) = k∆
2
2
for some scalar k > 0.17 We expect individuals to increase their stated
price premium in response to social image concerns as long as the marginal expected
16We introduce λ here so that the same utility function applies to both treatments. In principle, λ
can represent a continuous measure of the degree of observability, but given that we only have two
treatments, we can normalize λ = 0 in private and λ = 1 in public.
17The random price mechanism in our experiment induces a quadratic cost function that is scaled by
the upper bound of the price domain. When an individual increases her WTP for fair trade chocolate
by ∆, then both the probability that she will buy as well as the expected price conditional on buying
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benefit exceeds the marginal expected costs, c′(∆) = k∆. Thus, in the public context, we













Solving the resulting first-order differential equation, we obtain the following result.
Proposition 1. Let all agents have the same image concern ρ. There is a unique (differentiable-
image) equilibrium, in which an agent with preferences (m,u) states a fair trade premium a =
m+ ρ/k. The marginal social image return equals ρ/k, and it is constant across types.
Individuals of all preference types inflate their fair trade premium by increasing their
WTP for fair trade by the same amount (see Figure 1). They do so in an attempt to obtain
a better social image. In equilibrium, however, everyone is just “running to keep in the
same place” (Hopkins and Kornienko, 2004), and despite the increase in her fair trade
premium, each type’s preference for fair trade is correctly inferred. Alternatively, if in-
dividuals are unable to anticipate the equilibrium inferences but make naive inferences
instead, the same incentives to inflate one’s fair trade premium are at work. However,
in this case everyone realizes utility from an image that exceeds her true type because
of the incorrect, naive inference.
Proposition 2. If the social image of a fair trade premium a is naively inferred as R(a) = a, an
agent with preferences (m,u) states a fair trade premium a = m+ ρ/k.
The two previous results imply, that public exposure increases stated WTP of both
the individuals who are intrinsically motivated and those who are not in the two bench-
mark cases of equilibrium inference and naive inference so that our treatment should
be effective.
increase linearly in ∆ and hence the expected costs are quadratic in ∆. Specifically, she faces the following




















a = m+ ρ/k
Figure 1: Expected upward shift in a due to public exposure is homogeneous (parallel)
for equilibrium or naive inference according to Propositions 1 and 2.
Hypothesis 2. (Difference public vs. private) The average stated fair trade premium is higher
if elicited publicly than privately both for conventional choosers and for fair trade choosers. In
particular, the treatment difference is the same in both groups.
As all individuals are expected to increase their WTP by the same amount, the stated
fair trade premiums of conventional choosers and fair trade choosers should differ not
only in the private but also in the public treatment.
Hypothesis 3. (Public elicitation) If elicited in public, the average stated fair trade premium is
higher for fair trade choosers than for conventional choosers.
The previous propositions assume that individuals value image to the same extent.
We further note that given our quadratic cost function, (6) shows that as long as the
inference function is increasing, anyone with a positive concern for image would inflate
her fair trade premium in the public treatment. But if individuals systematically dif-
fer in how much they value their social image, the reaction to public exposure will be
heterogeneous.
Proposition 3. If conventional choosers have systematically lower (higher) concern for social
image than fair trade choosers, they increase their fair trade premium by a smaller (larger)
amount in response to public exposure than the fair trade choosers.
The intuition is the following: By (6) an individual who cares more about social
image, i.e., has a larger ρ, would choose to inflate her fairtrade premium even more.
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Therefore, if those who are truly fair-minded cared more about their social image as sug-
gested, e.g., by theories of expressive preferences (see, e.g., Hillman, 2010), we should
see a larger treatment effect for those who are more concerned with fair trade.
Hypothesis 4. (Expressive behavior) The treatment effect from public exposure is larger for fair
trade choosers than for conventional choosers.
4 Experimental results
In line with the results of previous studies (e.g. De Pelsmacker et al., 2005; Loureiro and
Lotade, 2005), we find significant heterogeneity in the intrinsic preferences for fair trade.
In our sample, the minimum fair trade premium amounted to −0.49 euros whereas the
maximum fair trade premium amounted to 1.79 euros. Figure 2 illustrates the average
fair trade premiums and willingness to pay for both types of chocolate, both groups of
participants and both treatments. In the following, we investigate to what extent the
variation in fair trade premiums can be organized within our theoretical framework.
We first analyze whether the classification based on the chocolate choice before the
experiment indeed translates into higher fair trade premiums for fair trade choosers
than for conventional choosers in the private treatment. In line with Hypothesis 1, for
the conventional choosers we observe an average fair trade premium a = e -0.06, while
for the fair trade choosers, we observe an average fair trade premium a = e 0.26. The
fair trade premiums differ across the two groups according to a Mann-Whitney test
(p < 0.001).
Concerning the predicted treatment effect on the fair trade premium, we see a clear
treatment effect in line with Hypothesis 2 on the conventional choosers. Making choices
public increases the average stated fair trade premium of the conventional choosers
from e -0.06 in private to e 0.10 in public. The two distributions of fair trade premiums
are significantly different (Mann-Whitney test, p = 0.005). The treatment difference is
driven by an increase in the willingness to pay for fair trade chocolate rather than a
decrease in the willingness to pay for conventional chocolate, wfair increases from e 0.40
to e 0.58, but wconv even marginally increases (e 0.46 in private and e 0.48 in public).
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18The fair trade premium could, in principle, also be inflated by decreasing the WTP for conventional
chocolate. This does not appear to happen, possibly because individuals bracket narrowly (Read et al.,
1999) and consider the image of buying fair trade only when stating WTP for fair trade chocolate.
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Figure 2: Averages of stated WTP by treatment and by chocolate choice. Left panel:
averages of fair trade premiums a, right panel: averages of WTPs for the conventional
chocolate bar, wconv, and of the WTPs the fair trade chocolate bar, wfair.
In contrast, there is no significant treatment effect on the fair trade premium of fair
trade choosers. The average stated fair trade premium of a fair trade chooser even
decreases from e 0.26 in private to e 0.15 in public, but the decrease is not statistically
significant (Mann-Whitney test, p = 0.122).19 Hence Hypothesis 2 is not supported
for the fair trade choosers. This result is inconsistent with the assumption of identical
image concerns of all participants and instead suggests that the conventional choosers
are concerned with their image, while fair trade choosers are not.
As a result of the heterogeneous treatment effect, the difference between the fair
trade premiums between the conventional choosers and the fair trade choosers nearly
disappears in the public treatment and is no longer significant (Mann-Whitney test,
p = 0.123). Thus, while behavior in the private treatment differs in line with intrin-
sic motivation, the two groups become indistinguishable in the public treatment. In
particular, the fair trade premium of fair trade choosers is not higher than that of con-
ventional choosers in public, and Hypothesis 3 is not supported. Moreover, our results
contradict Hypothesis 4 (expressive behavior) because we find that individuals who
chose conventional chocolate react more strongly to the treatment than the fair trade
choosers. Instead, using Proposition 3, our results would be consistent with a negative
correlation between intrinsic preferences for fair trade and image concerns.
19As for the conventional choosers, the change in the fair trade premium of fair trade choosers mostly
comes from a change in the WTP for the fair trade chocolate bar. For the fair trade choosers wfair de-
creases from e 0.71 in private to e 0.63 in public and is therefore more strongly affected than wconv, which
marginally increases from e 0.45 in private to e 0.48 in public, see Figure 2.
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On the aggregate level, for the fair trade choosers we observe a decrease in the fair
trade premium in the public treatment (see Figure 2). While this is not statistically sig-
nificant, as argued above, it could be seen as suggesting that these subjects choose fair
trade to support their self-image and that the expected pooling of those only driven by
social image in the public treatment leads to a decrease of the self-image derived from
the stated fair trade premium and, hence, their fair trade premium actually decreases
if self-image is derived as if in the eye of a neutral observer as in the model by Ben-
abou and Tirole (2003).20 Such motivations do not seem to play a role here because the
treatment effect on the fair trade choosers completely disappears once we control for
the earnings from the first part of the experiment as will be discussed below.
The change in the distribution of fair trade premiums for the two different groups
is illustrated by the cumulative distribution functions in Figure 3. On the left, we see
that for the conventional choosers the distribution of fair trade premiums in the pub-
lic treatment weakly first-order stochastically dominates that in the private treatment.
Specifically, substantial mass is shifted from the left of 0 to the right of 0 when moving
from the private to the public treatment. In contrast, for the fair trade choosers, fair
trade premiums move in the other direction. In this case, the distribution in the pri-
vate treatment nearly first-order stochastically dominates that in the public treatment.
However, almost all of the mass is at or above zero in both treatments and the shift only
occurs among positive premiums. As argued above, the shift in the fair trade premi-
ums of fair trade choosers is most likely driven by differential earnings from the market
game for which we control in the following regression analysis.
We confirm the heterogeneity of the treatment effect with OLS regressions of the fair
trade premium on dummies for the public treatment and whether the subject had chosen
fair trade chocolate (FTchoice) before coming to the experiment as well as the subject’s
earnings from the market game in the first part of the experiment (marketprofit). We also
include the interaction effects between the two dummies and between earnings and the
treatment dummy.
Looking at all 121 individuals, we find the following results (see Table 2, column 1).
Our treatment dummy public is significant (+29.2 Cents, p = 0.018), thus implying that
making choices public increases individuals’ willingness to pay a premium for fair trade
chocolate. Moreover, the heterogeneity of the treatment effect is confirmed by the nega-
20In Appendix C, we provide an extended model that would be consistent with a negative treatment
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Figure 3: Cumulative distribution functions of fair trade premiums a. Left panel: con-
ventional choosers, right panel: fair trade choosers.
Table 2: Regression of the stated fair trade premium a = wfair − wconv on (ex-ante) fair
trade choice, treatment (public), earnings from the first part of the experiment (market-















adj. R2 0.113 0.113
F 4.070 3.631
Notes: Column 1 includes all subjects. In column 2, we exclude subjects who bid less
than 2 cents for each type of chocolate. Standard errors in parentheses. * p < 0.10, **
p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01
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tive interaction effect between having chosen fair trade chocolate and public (p = 0.016).
The size of the coefficient on the interaction is similar in size to the aggregate treatment
effect. Thus, in our experiment, a treatment effect indicative of image concerns is sig-
nificantly less pronounced and virtually absent for those individuals who ex-ante, over
email, chose the fair trade chocolate, in contrast to Hypothesis 2.21 In an OLS regres-
sion of the fair trade premium restricted to the subjects who chose fair trade before the
experiment, the coefficient on the dummy for the public treatment is actually positive,
but very small and far from being significantly different from zero (p > 0.8) when we
control for earnings from the first part of the experiment.22
In line with Hypothesis 1, we further find that choosing fair trade chocolate before
the experiment is associated with a significantly higher fair trade premium (+31.3 Cents,
p < 0.001). Due to the asymmetric treatment effect, the difference in the fair trade pre-
mium virtually disappears in the public treatment, in contrast to Hypothesis 3 (see Table
7 in Appendix D.4 for separate regressions of the fair trade premium for the two treat-
ments). Higher earnings in the first stage also increase the stated fair trade premium; the
effect is marginally significant (coefficient of 0.007, i.e. +0.7 Cents pere 1 higher income,
p = 0.056). The interaction between first stage earnings and public is significantly neg-
ative with a coefficient of −0.012 (p = 0.047). This implies that in the public treatment,
first stage earnings have no significant effect. We confirm this in a separate regression
conditioning on the treatment being public, where the coefficient of first stage earnings
is insignificant (p > 0.2, see Table 7 in Appendix D.4).
While the significance of earnings is not surprising, as it illustrates a simple income
effect,23 at a first glance, the irrelevance of income in the public treatment is. A pos-
sible explanation is that income from the market game was substantially higher if an
individual was a consumer than if she was a worker or a firm. Individuals with high
earnings from the market game might shy away from stating very large willingness to
21This result remains qualitatively unchanged if we run the analysis separately for individuals facing
the choice between one fair trade chocolate bar and one, respectively two, bar(s) of conventional chocolate
(see Table 4 in Appendix D.2). Therefore, we conclude that the change in the classification trade-off is not
problematic. Also the non-parametric Mann-Whitney tests for the two sub-samples are consistent (see
Appendix D.2).
22Table 6 in Appendix D.3 shows results from regressions on the two sub-samples of individuals who
chose conventional and fair trade chocolate, respectively. It is only for those who chose conventional
chocolate that the treatment effect is significant. Again, considering the results separately for the sub-
samples who chose a bar of fair trade chocolate over one, respectively two, bars of conventional chocolate
provides consistent findings (see Table 5 in Appendix D.2).
23Indeed in the private treatment both wfair and wconv increase with the income from the first part of
the experiment.
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pay in the public treatment so that they do not reveal their fortunate role allocation as a
consumer. In Table 8 in Appendix D.5, we show that indeed we obtain almost identical
results if we control for being a consumer (instead of earnings) and the interaction with
the public treatment.
Our main results remain qualitatively unchanged if we exclude 17 individuals with
“no demand,” i.e., individuals who state a willingness to pay of less than 2 cents for
each of the two types of chocolate (see Table 2, column 2). The main difference is that
the earnings from the first part no longer have a significant impact (and the interaction
effect with the treatment dummy is significant only at the 10% level).24
It is unclear how interaction in the market game within a group can have impacted
on the individually and independently stated fair trade premium other than possibly
through the earnings. Nonetheless, to control for spill-over effects from the interaction
in the market game, we run robustness checks with group-level random effects (see
Table 9, columns 3 and 4, in Appendix D.6) and in addition also clustering standard
errors on the group level (with 36 independent groups, see Table 9, columns 5 and 6, in
Appendix D.6). The main results are unchanged.
5 Explaining the heterogeneous treatment effect
As discussed in the previous section, our results that, on average, fair trade choosers
do not react to the treatment, but conventional choosers do, would be consistent with
a negative correlation between individuals’ intrinsic preferences for fair trade and their
desire for a positive social image (compare Proposition 3). In this section, we discuss
how this negative correlation between intrinsic motivation and image concerns can arise
in a psychologically plausible way, and provide a tractable model. We then discuss
alternative explanations and argue how they are inconsistent with our data.
24One participant, a fair trade chooser in the public treatment, stated after the experiment that he acci-
dentally swapped wfair and wconv (this is one of the two participants with a negative fair trade premium,
as shown in the histogram on the right hand side of Figure 4 below). The aggregate data and statistical
analysis reported in this paper use the original data, as entered, because some participants always make
mistakes and it seems somewhat arbitrary to correct those that some participants report later to be mis-
takes. Nevertheless, we also performed robustness checks with the WTPs that the participant says he
meant to enter. The only difference we observe is that the significance of the impact of the earnings from
the first part is weaker in some of the regressions, but the impact of the earnings is not our concern.
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5.1 An extended model with endogenous image concerns
A negative correlation between image concerns and intrinsic motivation is psychologi-
cally plausible because social-psychological research shows that people are more prone
to actively manage the impressions that others have about them if they, correctly or in-
correctly, perceive that the image that they send differs from the image that they would
like to send or that they consider socially acceptable (Leary and Kowalski, 1990). Specif-
ically, “people with low self-esteem may respond to social pressure (and act less con-
sistently with their inner compass) than do people with high self-esteem” (MacDonald
and Leary, 2012, p.363). We translate this into an economic model where the concern
for one’s social image decreases in the individual’s self-image. This model provides a
foundation for the heterogeneity of marginal utility of social image through the need to
make up for low self-image.
Formally, the intuition that individuals may care more about their social image, if
they perceive a discrepancy between their own type and the social ideal S, is expressed













+ γs(m) + (S − s(m))λR(a)
where s(m) is the self-image (normalized to lie between 0 and the social ideal S
which can be normalized to S = 1 without loss of generality), which (weakly) increases
in own type and γ is the weight assigned to self-image.25 Utility increases in self-image
and in social image. However, the marginal utility of social image decreases with self-
image. The optimal exaggeration ∆ of the fair trade premium in the public treatment is
then determined by the first-order condition
25Note that we assume here that agents are certain of their own type and do not signal their type to
themselves by their stated fair trade premium. In Appendix C, we show that the predictions are very
similar if we assume that the person is not entirely sure about her own type, and the realized self-image
depends on the stated fair trade premium. We also note that the model expressed in (8) collapses to
our base model with homogeneous preferences if participant’s self-image is unaffected by their fair trade
premium, i.e., s(m) is constant in m for all participants and ρ = S − s(m). Even if participants care about
their self-image (γ > 0), this would then not affect choices, because the utility from self-image would be






It is easy to see that the utility-maximizing ∆ is falling in m and, thus, those who
are more strongly intrinsically motivated will react less to the possibility of social image
building, unless ∂R
∂∆
is (strongly) increasing. However, the quadratic cost function still
implies that the optimal ∆ is positive as long as ∂R
∂∆
> 0, which will hold in any separat-
ing equilibrium. Therefore, we would also expect fair trade choosers to inflate their fair
trade premium in the public treatment. If their self-image is substantially larger than
that of the conventional choosers (as is plausible), the predicted treatment effect would
be much smaller than for the conventional choosers. Given the individual heterogene-
ity in the true m (which we cannot observe) and our between-subject design, this might
explain why we detect essentially no treatment effect at all for the fair trade choosers.
5.2 Alternative explanations
There are several conceivable alternative explanations for our results. Suppose that a
positive image is realized by revealing a positive fair trade premium above a certain
threshold, but this image does not further improve with the size of the premium. Then,
the fact that fair trade choosers do not increase their fair trade premium is not infor-
mative about their image concerns. There are several possible versions of such a model.
First, one could think of some ideal concern for fair trade such that nobody would like to
be perceived as a type with a higher willingness to pay, along the lines of the conformity
model investigated by Bernheim (1994).26 However, in this case, the fair trade premium
should cluster at a specific positive level in the public treatment, which it does not (see
Figure 4). The modified version of this model that is used in Andreoni and Bernheim
(2009) to explain audience effects in dictator game giving, does not work here either
because then nobody should actually have an intrinsic fair trade premium above the
threshold that yields the best possible image, which is inconsistent with the distribution
of the willingness-to-pay observed in the private treatment (see Figure 4).
26Non-signaling models of moral motivation formalize a similar intuition by deriving an ideal action,
typically an interior value, from Kantian reasoning. The closer an individual’s action is to this ideal or
norm, the higher is her moral utility derived from it. Exceeding the ideal, however, is as bad as falling
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Figure 4: Histograms of distribution of fair trade premiums a, bin size: 5 cents. Left
panel: conventional choosers, right panel: fair trade choosers.
A more complicated model with such an interior image threshold would allow for
intrinsic premiums to be above this threshold. Assuming that image is derived from
signaling one’s intrinsic willingness to support fair trade, the image threshold can only
take an interior value if image utility does not increase in the perceived type throughout
but if it instead reaches some satiation point.27 This would be interpreted as individuals
not wanting to be perceived as a really low type but being indifferent with respect to
being perceived as a reasonably high type and any type above.
We argue that such a model is also inconsistent with our data. Let us with some
abuse of notation identify the types by the premium they choose in the private treatment
because this should reflect their intrinsic motivation. Furthermore, denote the threshold
type that people like to be (at least) perceived as by at, such that being perceived as at or
any type a > at yield the same image utility. Naively, one would think that types not too
far below at would then choose at in the public treatment, inducing partial pooling at at.
This, however, cannot happen in equilibrium, because such pooling would lead, upon
observing a fair trade premium at, to the inference that the player is a type a < at with
positive probability. This implies that also an image-concerned type at would inflate his
premium in public.28 By the standard signaling logic, this creates pressure on the types
above at to also increase their premiums in public. Now let us denote the equilibrium
27Explanations along these lines have on several occasions been suggested to us by readers and listen-
ers, so we discuss this here in some detail.
28Remember that the marginal cost of inflating one’s premium is zero at zero inflation so that given a
discrete image gain achieved by separating from the types a < at would make this worthwhile for at.
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premium that type at chooses in public by āt. Then all premiums above āt lead to the
inference that the true type is some a > at. By assumption, being perceived as a better
type than at yields the same utility as being perceived as at, and thus players with true
types above āt will not inflate their premiums in public beyond their intrinsic premium.
In contrast, all those below āt would inflate their premium in the public treatment but
not beyond āt.
The observed absence of a treatment effect for the fair trade choosers would be con-
sistent with this model if their intrinsic premium is larger than āt. This is conceivable.
The intrinsic premium of conventional choosers should intuitively be smaller than at,
which is the intrinsic premium beyond which types are classified as “sufficiently high”.
While conventional choosers should inflate their fair trade premium in the public treat-
ment, they should not do so beyond āt. Hence, the distributions of fair trade premiums
for the conventional and fair trade choosers should actually be disjoint. This would
arguably be a very demanding test. Even if we, however, allow for some conven-
tional choosers to have intrinsic premiums above āt, all those who inflate their pre-
mium in the public treatment and who are responsible for the significant increase in the
fair trade premium of the conventional choosers should not inflate it above āt. There-
fore, if such a model would capture both the lack of a treatment effect for the fair trade
choosers and the treatment effect for the conventional choosers, the implied pattern in
the public treatment would require that the stated fair trade premiums of the conven-
tional choosers are still substantially below those of the fair trade choosers. This is not
what we observe, since we do not detect statistically significant differences between the
fair trade premiums of fair trade choosers and conventional choosers in the public treat-
ment. Furthermore, looking at Figure 4, it is hard to make out where the threshold at
and the resulting āt should be.
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Another possible argument is that for fair trade choosers, the increase in image from
separating compared to pooling with the conventional choosers could be small. In this
case, the fair trade choosers would not find it worthwhile to increase their fair trade pre-
mium to achieve separation (for example, because relatively few conventional choosers
29One could also think that different participants have heterogenous beliefs about what would be
the appropriate threshold for a good social image. In this sense, they could all be trying to pool, but
because of non-equilibrium beliefs, they do not actually choose the same fair trade premium in the public
treatment. Nevertheless, all participants who are still below their assumed threshold should inflate their
fair trade premium in the public treatment. This is inconsistent with the absence of a treatment effect
for the fair trade choosers unless they all perceive this threshold to be equal to their intrinsic fair trade
premium. Furthermore, a model with so many degrees of freedom appears to be non-falsifiable.
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would pool with them, which would, hence, not dilute their image much). This argu-
ment requires a perception of a dichotomous distribution of fair trade and conventional
choosers; thus, the variance in observed positive fair trade premiums speaks against
this hypothesis (see also Figure 4). Moreover, in such a model, the variance in fair trade
premiums should be smaller in the public treatment, at least when focusing on the con-
ventional choosers. This is not what we find. Using Levene’s test, we cannot reject that
the variances are equal across treatments, neither for the fair trade choosers (p = 0.2477)
nor for the conventional choosers (p = 0.4852), nor for the pooled sample (p = 0.1541).30
A further possible argument is that subjects might be motivated to build an image
towards the experimenters. As a result, some of those whom we classify as intrinsically
motivated might be rather concerned with their image in the eyes of the experimenter
when replying to our recruitment email and they might also inflate their true fair trade
premium in the private treatment. Note that such a kind of experimenter demand effect
is not per se problematic for the question we are interested in. We are interested in who
reacts to opportunities to build a social image. If subjects care about their image in the
eyes of the experimenter, this would increase their willingness to pay in all treatments.
Nevertheless, as long as they also care about their image in the eyes of the group of
other participants, and this is what we typically understand by social image, our treat-
ment variation would affect their behavior.31 Thus, the absence of a treatment effect
for the fair trade choosers would only be consistent with an interpretation that they
specifically care about their image as perceived by the experimenter, but that increasing
the audience to all participants does not strengthen their image concern. Conventional
choosers, however, do react to the change in the audience. We are not aware of any
model that could rationalize these heterogeneous responses to experimenter and audi-
ence in a parsimonious way.32
30These results are unchanged (with larger p-values) if we exclude two outliers, namely the fair trade
chooser with a very large fair trade premium in the private treatment and the conventional chooser with
a fair trade premium of 1 in the public treatment.
31In terms of our model, if participants care about their image in the eye of the experimenter, λ would
be positive already in the private treatment. We would argue, though, that it should still be larger in the
public treatment.
32As an aside, since the economic benefits of fair trade are not convincingly established, it is un-
clear that the experimenter in an economics experiment would consider fair trade chocolate superior.
Moreover, a relatively recent study does not find differences between behavior in a single-blind proce-
dure where the experimenter is watching as compared to a double-blind procedure in the dictator game
(Barmettler et al., 2012). If one is further worried about a demand effect in the sense that some subjects
state a higher willingness to pay in the public treatment because they think we expect them to impress
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Finally, some participants might see a public good character in fair trade but do not
care sufficiently about this public good to contribute in private. In public, however,
they might decide to contribute and, thereby, be an example to others who might follow
them and contribute in the future because then their costs of contribution would have
an effect beyond that of their own consumption choice. Note that our experiment is one
shot, meaning that such future contributions would have to happen outside the lab.
6 Discussion and implications
Our experimental results demonstrate that individuals may systematically differ in their
image concerns, in contrast to the approach taken traditionally in the literature on im-
age concerns and, in particular, conspicuous consumption. Therefore, it is important
to account for this heterogeneity in both economic modeling and policy recommenda-
tions. Our results, suggesting a negative correlation between intrinsic motivation and
image concerns, are in line with indirect evidence from several studies in other do-
mains. For instance, Filippin et al. (2013) analyze tax morale in Italian cities and find
that those intrinsically motivated are less affected by the possibility of having a negative
social reputation (for withholding taxes). This finding is corroborated by field experi-
mental evidence from Germany (Boyer et al., 2016; Dwenger et al., 2016). Results by
Riedl and Smeets (2017) indicate that among professional financial investors, intrinsic
motivation and social image concerns are also negatively correlated. They show that
“selfish” investors choose socially responsible mutual funds if these are not associated
with tax benefits because they care about their image. Similar signaling motivations are
not found among those who are classified as pro-social. Additionally, in the domain
of conspicuous consumption, empirical evidence in Charles et al. (2009) is consistent
with a negative correlation between wealth and the desire to signal wealth. In contrast,
Grossman (2015), in a laboratory experiment, finds more compelling evidence for social
signaling concerns if he excludes “selfish-types” and “money-maximizers,” indicating a
positive relation between image motivation and intrinsic giving in his sample, opposite
to what we find.
While the accumulated evidence from the field is in line with the negative correla-
tion we find, the absence of image concerns for the fair trade choosers in our experiment
their fellow participants, one has to find a plausible story why intrinsic motivation for fair trade is (neg-
atively) correlated with responding to this demand.
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does not rule out that the same individuals exhibit concerns for their social image in
other circumstances. However, we expect our findings to generalize in ethical consump-
tion settings, where we would expect that the more intrinsically motivated consumers
are less affected by image concerns than those consumers who care little intrinsically.
Our results have implications for the optimal design of policy interventions that in-
tend to direct consumers toward more ethical purchasing behavior, as well as for the
optimal design of marketing campaigns of private companies. Based on our findings,
we expect that incentivizing consumers who are not sufficiently intrinsically motivated
to buy ethically, for example by addressing their signaling desire, can increase ethi-
cal consumption without having to fear an image-based crowding out of intrinsically
motivated buyers. Since the intrinsically motivated subjects in our experiment are not
influenced by social image building opportunities, they would not be affected if the
derived image is diluted because those not intrinsically motivated are encouraged by
extrinsic incentives (such as image building opportunities or material rewards) to buy
the same products. Hence, extrinsic incentives are not likely to crowd out intrinsic mo-
tivation in our setting. Indeed, crowding-out effects of pro-social behavior, to the best
of our knowledge, are not observed in the context of ethical consumption, although
they are observed in non-market settings such as blood donations (Mellström and Jo-
hannesson, 2008; Lacetera and Macis, 2010). This suggests that the market for fair trade
products can be enlarged by appealing to consumers’ image concerns. However, the
long run effect of a publicity campaign for fair trade would have to take into account
possible market responses. The negative correlation between intrinsic motivation and
image concerns would suggest that the profit maximizing strategy of a monopolist will
attempt to pool consumers who intrinsically value fair trade with those who only care
about their image as may in fact be a result of fair trade products being sold in spe-
cialty stores as well as discounters. In this case, increasing the value of the associated
image through public campaigns may only increase prices without positive effects on
either farmer or consumer welfare (see Friedrichsen, 2016, for the underlying theoretical
results and further discussion).
We find that the elicited fair trade premiums and, thereby, total expected revenue for
fair trade products increases with public exposure of individual decisions. The effect of
increased public scrutiny on consumer welfare, however, depends on whether positive
acts yield prestige or negative acts are stigmatized. In our study, the positive effect on
the fair trade premium of the conventional choosers is mostly driven by an increase in
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their WTP for fair trade chocolate, in line with our model and the assumption that social
prestige is derived from support for fair trade. This is in contrast to findings of Teyssier
et al. (2015), who find an increase in the fair trade premium that is driven by a decrease
in the WTP for conventional chocolate. One possible explanation for this difference is
how the framing of the choice situation is perceived by the individuals. If it is perceived
as attaching a positive image to fair trade, individuals will expect an image gain when
purchasing the fair trade product and increase their WTP for the fair trade option. If
it is perceived as attaching a negative image to conventional products, individuals will
expect a utility loss from purchasing conventional chocolate and reduce their WTP for
conventional chocolate accordingly. Cappelen et al. (2017) find evidence for both social
esteem and social pressure in a dictator game study.
7 Conclusion
We address the heterogeneity in image concerns by studying the effect of opportunities
for image building on fair trade premiums for experimental participants with different
intrinsic motivation. We find that participants with low intrinsic motivation to buy fair
trade react positively to image building opportunities, while those with high intrinsic
motivation do not. This is inconsistent with a standard model of image concerns that
assumes identical image concerns for all participants. Instead, our results suggest that,
in our setting, intrinsic motivation and image concerns are negatively correlated. We
develop a model that captures this effect in a tractable way, based on a psychologically
plausible interaction between self-image and social image. We argue that taking this
correlation into account is important for consumer policy and firm behavior.
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A Proofs
Proof of Proposition 1. If an agent chooses her WTP such that the observed fair trade pre-
mium is a and the WTP for the conventional bar of chocolate is u, an observer infers







Knowing that stated values may differ from true ones only by a mean-zero, normally












= R′(a), and that the social image is
defined as the conditional expectation of an individual’s fair trade preference m upon
observation of her fair trade premium and WTP for the conventional chocolate, R(a) =





for which the generic solution is R(a) = a − ρ
k
+ e−ak/ρC for a constant C. The agent’s






Hence R′(a) = 1 and a = m+ ρ
k
by (10).
The argument in the proof of Proposition 1 relies on the fact that the base utility for
chocolate u is observed. The inference is calculated as if it is done separately for any
possible u, because, in principle, in equilibrium the stated fair trade premium could
depend on u, which is also observed. The result, however, is independent of u and,
hence, the same inflation of image is obtained for any base utility of chocolate, u, and
any level of intrinsic motivation, m.33
Proof of Proposition 2. Assume that R(â) = â, i.e., upon observing a stated fair trade pre-
mium the public infers this to be the individual’s attitude toward fair trade. Such naive
inferences would be accurate if applied to WTP that were stated in private or if individ-
uals’ WTP where unaffected by public exposure. The term on the left-hand side of (6) is
33Note that in the experiment, participants could not influence what type of chocolate they would
obtain, but only whether they would obtain the randomly selected type. Hence, the trade-off they make
is between the price they would pay for the fair trade chocolate and the image they might gain as a result.
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positive for every a = m + ∆, if ρ > 0. Thus, we would expect individuals of all types
who care about social image to increase their stated WTP for fair trade in response to
public exposure. Thus, the distribution of WTP shifts upwards. Moreover, the marginal
gain in reputation is constant for naive inferences so that all WTP are shifted upward
by the same amount.
Proof of Proposition 3. Consider first the case that the conventional choosers (those with
lower m) have systematically lower concerns for social image ρconv than the fair trade
choosers ρfair. Assume initially that the derivative of the inference function R
′ is again
constant. This implies that the fair trade choosers will inflate their fair trade premium
by ∆fair such that ρfairR
′(mfair + ∆fair) = k∆fair and conventional choosers by ∆conv such
that ρconvR
′(mconv +∆conv) = k∆conv. For R
′ constant this would imply that ∆fair > ∆conv.
Then, however, because fair trade choosers have a higher m, the equilibrium inference
would have to discount high fair trade premiums more, such that R is concave and not
linear as assumed. However, the concavity of R cannot be so extreme that ∆fair ≤ ∆conv
because then the equilibrium inference R would have to take this into account and not
be concave. Thus in equilibrium if fair trade choosers care more about social image than
conventional choosers, they will inflate their fair trade premium more than conventional
choosers, but the difference will be smaller than if R′ was constant. The same logic
applies to the case that conventional choosers have systematically higher concerns for
social image. Then the equilibrium inference R has to be convex, but not to a degree
such that ∆conv ≤ ∆fair and as a result conventional choosers will inflate their fair trade
premium more than fair trade choosers but again the difference will be smaller than it
would be if equilibrium inference R′ was constant.
B Test for size effects
As argued in the main text, Hypothesis 1 would not only result if fair trade choosers
cared more for fair trade, but also if they cared less for chocolate. Specifically, the
observed fair trade premium should decrease in the chocolate valuation because a =
(x − d)u + m − xu + ε = m − du + ε. We therefore consider the following auxiliary
hypothesis, which is derived from the type classification.
Hypothesis 5. (Size effects) Individuals who chose the fair trade chocolate have on average
lower valuations for chocolate as such, i.e. E[wconv(u,m)|chose fair] < E[wconv(u,m)|chose conv].
In contrast to Hypothesis 5, the difference in fair trade premiums is not in part driven
by lower willingness to pay for conventional chocolate by the fair trade choosers. Re-
gressing the chocolate choice before the experiment on the stated WTP for conventional
chocolate, the latter is insignificant (p = 0.895 in private, p = 0.979 in public, and
p = 0.919 pooled). Additionally, non-parametric tests yield no evidence that those with
lower valuation for chocolate are more likely to choose fair trade chocolate, but instead
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the sorting is driven by fair trade preferences. In the private treatment, the WTP for
the conventional chocolate bar is nearly identical across the two groups (wconv = 0.45
for fair trade choosers and wconv = 0.46 for conventional choosers, Mann-Whitney test
p = 0.467), whereas the WTP for the fair trade chocolate bar is substantially higher for
fair trade choosers (wfair = 0.71) than for conventional choosers (wfair = 0.40), (Mann-
Whitney test, p = 0.051; p = 0.022 if we exclude participants with WTP below 2 cents
for both bars of chocolate).
C Extension to imperfect self-knowledge
Here we show that the conclusion from the self-knowledge case presented in Section 5.1
remains true if we assume that individuals are unsure of their type. In particular, we
allow the self-image to positively depend on the stated fair trade premium.












+γs(m, a) + (S − s(m))λR(a) (14)
where s(m, a) is the self-image (normalized to lie between 0 and S), which (weakly)
increases in own type and also increases in the stated fair trade premium.
Utility increases in self-image and in social image. However, the marginal utility
of social image is decreasing in self-image. The optimal exaggeration of the fair trade











As the self-image is imperfect, an increase in the stated fair trade premium improves
the individual’s self image, ∂s(m,m+∆)/∂∆ ≥ 0. Then, for any given level of motiva-
tion m, the first term on the left-hand side of (15) is positive and represents the direct
effect of an improved self-image on utility. This effect is also present in the private elic-
itation though, so that it would not count into our treatment effect. The second term is
negative and represents the decrease in the utility from social image due to increases in
self-image. The third term is positive but decreasing in m and captures that marginal
utility from social image is smaller for larger self-image. The total effect of an increase
in the stated fair trade premium on utility depends on the relative importance of self-
and social signaling motivations.
In light of our experimental design, we are mostly interested in the effect of making
choices public. To that respect, the extension to include uncertainty about one’s own
type does not qualitatively affect our predictions. Assuming that both s and R have
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constant slopes, it becomes apparent that individuals with a higher level of intrinsic
motivation will react less strongly to the public treatment for two reasons. As in the
case with self-knowledge, individuals with higher levels of intrinsic motivation have a
lower marginal utility from the social image (see the third term in (15)). In addition,
increasing the stated fair trade premium in response to public observation improves
an individual’s self-image and, thus, lowers the utility from the social image (see the
second term in (15)). This marginal loss in utility is higher for individuals with higher
intrinsic motivation because they expect (and realize) a higher social image.
If the loss in marginal utility of social image that is induced by inflating the stated
WTP differential and the associated increase in the self-image is larger than the marginal
increase in utility from social image (i.e., if the second term in (15) is absolutely larger
than the third term), then an individual may even state a lower fair trade premium in
public than in private. This is more likely to be the case the higher is the intrinsic prefer-
ence for fair trade because then both the self-image and the social image are high. Such
an effect would, however, be inconsistent with a separating equilibrium and the stan-
dard assumption of a differentiable image function for a continuous type distribution.
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D Additional results
D.1 Attitudes toward fair trade
At the end of the experiment, we administered a questionnaire to learn about our sub-
jects’ attitudes toward fair trade. Table 3 reports the attitudinal statements that we used
as well as the average responses of our subjects.34 The table clearly shows that fair trade
choosers report on average more positive attitudes toward fair trade. For seven out of
eleven statements, the differences in responses differ significantly between fair trade
and conventional choosers.
We note that it is not surprising that we do not find significant differences for the
remaining four statements. Statement 3 argues that fair trade distorts competition and
hinders development, an argument that is sometimes brought forward by economists
but that does not have any empirical support in one or the other direction. Indeed, most
of the subjects slightly disagree with this statement but as one would expect, fair trade
choosers disagree a bit more strongly. Statement 6 asks whether subjects would pur-
chase more fair trade products if the prices were lower. While conventional choosers,
who purchase fair trade less often on average, have slightly higher scores here, the dif-
ference is not significant. This is in line with a situation, where both conventional and
fair trade choosers have decided whether and how much they want to purchase fair
trade and this decision is relatively price-inelastic. Statement 10 reveals that neither
conventional nor fair trade choosers see a contradiction in fair trade being offered by
discounters. This can be interpreted as both groups having equally strong trust toward
the fair trade labeling system that ensures fair pay for farmers even when the products
are sold in the discounter segment. Finally, statement 11 shows that both groups of
subjects find the information provided about fair trade slightly unsatisfactory. The ab-
sence of a difference suggests that the way the provided information is perceived does
not relate to the individual’s attitude toward fair trade which is not surprising as the
information is intended to be objective.
Figure 5 illustrates graphically, that fair trade choosers purchase fair trade products
significantly more often than conventional choosers. Finally, we construct an aggregate
measure of an individual’s attitude toward fair trade by summing the answers to all 11
attitudinal statements that are reported in Table 3. As statements 1, 3, and 6 are written
in a way such that agreement reveals a negative attitude toward fair trade, responses
to these statements enter with a negative sign. As illustrated in Figure 6, fair trade
choosers are much more positive about fair trade according to this aggregate measure.
The difference is also significant according to a Mann-Whitney test (p < 0.0001).
34In addition, the questionnaire contained several questions that targeted the individual knowledge
about fair trade and reasons for purchasing. These are not reported here.
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Table 3: Average responses to the attitudinal statements regarding fair trade in the post-experiment questionnaire.
Statements in order of appearance in questionnaire conventional fair trade p-value
1 The higher prices of fair trade products only benefit firms, the producers of raw
products do not profit.
-0.72 (1.57) -1.48 (1.49) 0.0212
2 Fair trade products are a good opportunity to secure a decent income for individ-
uals in poor countries.
0.25 (1.55) 0.94 (1.49) 0.0111
3 Fair trade distorts competition and hinders the development of alternative indus-
tries in countries who are dependent on the export of coffee, cocoa or bananas.
-0.88 (1.64) -1.24 (1.44) 0.2642
4 I purchase fair trade products. . . (answer possibilities range from “never” 0 to “of-
ten” 3).
0.81 (0.74) 1.30 (0.86) 0.0039
5 I am prepared to pay higher prices for fair trade products. -0.13 (1.86) 0.99 (1.68) 0.0025
6 I would purchase more fair trade products if these were available at lower prices. 1.00 (1.55) 0.85 (1.74) 0.7667
7 The quality of fair trade products in comparison to conventional products is typi-
cally. . . (answer possibilities range from “much worse” -3 to “much better” +3).
0.03 (1.12) 0.66 (1.01) 0.0035
8 I am prepared to accept deductions in quality when choosing fair trade products. -2.28 (1.08) -1.55 (1.28) 0.0025
9 Fair trade products should be available in all conventional supermarkets and dis-
counters.
0.09 (1.92) 1.52 (1.35) 0.0002
10 Discounters offering fair trade products are a contradiction to the ethical principles
of fair trade.
-1.69 (1.49) -1.35 (1.65) 0.3090
11 The information about fair trade available of fair trade products is. . . (answer pos-
sibilities range from “very unsatisfactory” -3 to “very satisfactory” +3).
-0.44 (1.37) -0.64 (1.37) 0.4780
observations 32 89 121
Notes: Subjects where asked to express their agreement on an integer scale from -3 (do not agree at all) to +3 (fully
agree) if not stated otherwise. Standard deviations in parentheses. p-values from a Mann-Whitney test comparing





















Figure 5: Reported frequency of purchasing fair trade products. Answer possibilities
are integer values from 0 (“never”) to 3 (“often”). N = 121, thereof 32 conventional


























Figure 6: Aggregate measure of attitudes toward fair trade. This measure sums the
responses to the 11 statements listed in table 3, where the responses to statements 1, 3
and 6 enter with a negative sign due to their reverse interpretation. The higher the value
of the aggregate measure, the more positive is an individual’s attitude toward fair trade.
N = 121, thereof 32 conventional choosers and 89 fair trade choosers.
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D.2 Considering the sub-samples with 1-to-1 and 2-to-1 choice sepa-
rately
In this subsection, we present the results of non-parametric tests and regression anal-
yses separately for the two sub-samples that were recruited with a 1-to-1 and a 2-to-1
chocolate choice, respectively.
The results of Mann-Whitney tests are consistent across the two sub-samples. For
both sub-samples, we find that the fair trade premium is higher for the fair trade choosers
than for the conventional choosers in the private treatment (p = 0.048 and p < 0.001 for
1-to-1 and 2-to-1 choice, respectively) but not in the public treatment (p = 0.482 (1-to-1)
and p = 0.137 (2-to-1)). Furthermore, the treatment effect is insignificant for the fair
trade choosers in both sub-samples (p = 0.123 (1-to-1) and p = 0.689 (2-to-1)). It is sta-
tistically significant for the conventional choosers in the 2-to-1 sub-sample (p = 0.022)
and it is of the same order in the 1-to-1 sub-sample (a = −0.1 in private and a = 0.05
in public, whereas in the 2-to-1 sample a = −0.055 in private and a = 0.119). While the
effect fails to be significant in the 1-to-1 sub-sample (p = 0.135), the non-significance is
due to there being only seven observations of conventional choosers in this sub-sample
(two in private and five in public). Finally, for no combination of type (fair trade or con-
ventional chooser) and treatment (private or public) is there a statistically significant
difference between the two classification sub-samples (p > 0.4 for all four tests).
Table 4 repeats the analysis of Table 2 by sub-sample, for all participants or only
those with willingness to pay larger than 1 cent, respectively. The coefficients for our
variables of interest (FTchoice, public and the interaction effect between the two) are
very similar across the two sub-samples. Due to the smaller number of observations
in each sub-sample, however, not all coefficients are significantly different from zero in
both sub-samples.
Table 5 presents the same regression model as in Table 6, i.e., considering fair trade
and conventional choosers separately, split into the sub-samples of those who chose
a bar of fair trade chocolate over one (1-to-1), respectively two (2-to-1), bars of conven-
tional chocolate. For the fair trade choosers the treatment effect remains insignificant for
both sub-samples. In contrast, the treatment effect is again significantly positive for the
conventional choosers who faced the 2-to-1 choice. Only seven conventional choosers
faced a 1-to-1 choice, making this sub-sample too small for regression analysis.
Finally, we note that while we balanced the design such that two sessions of each
treatment used 1-to-1 and 2-to-1 chocolate choice, two participants in the last session,
which used 1-to-1 recruitment had made a 2-to-1 chocolate choice. They had been re-
cruited for the second-to-last session which used 2-to-1 recruitment but did not partic-
ipate because the number of participants who arrived for the session was not divisible
by four. Hence they were allowed to participate in the final session. Since no reference
was made during the laboratory experiment to the recruitment email, it does not matter
whether different participants had received a different email.
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Table 4: Regression of the stated fair trade premium a = wfair − wconv on (ex-ante) fair
trade choice, treatment (public), earnings from the first part of the experiment (market-
profit), and interaction terms.
1-to-1 2-to-1
all pos. demand all pos. demand
FTchoice 0.293 0.347 0.251∗∗∗ 0.255∗∗∗
(0.245) (0.265) (0.082) (0.086)
public 0.308 0.300 0.198∗ 0.240∗
(0.299) (0.319) (0.117) (0.125)
FTchoice*public -0.259 -0.298 -0.202∗ -0.152
(0.297) (0.320) (0.118) (0.128)
marketprofit 0.015∗∗ 0.012 -0.001 -0.001
(0.006) (0.007) (0.004) (0.004)
marketprofit*public -0.023∗∗ -0.021 -0.001 -0.002
(0.011) (0.013) (0.006) (0.007)
constant -0.158 -0.147 -0.040 -0.046
(0.234) (0.248) (0.077) (0.083)
observations 57 50 64 54
adjusted R2 0.130 0.109 0.100 0.152
F 2.672 2.202 2.395 2.895
Notes: The sample is split according to whether the ex ante chocolate choice was between one
fair trade chocolate bar and one (1-to-1) or two (2-to-1) conventional ones. Columns 2 and
4 exclude subjects who bid less than 2 cents for each type of chocolate. Standard errors in
parentheses. * p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01
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Table 5: Regression of the stated fair trade premium a = wfair − wconv on treatment
(public), earnings from the first part of the experiment (marketprofit), and an interaction
term.
conventional choosers fair trade choosers
1-to-1 2-to-1 1-to-1 2-to-1
public n.a. 0.299∗∗ 0.098 -0.081
n.a. (0.143) (0.161) (0.101)
marketprofit n.a. 0.004 0.016∗∗ -0.005
n.a. (0.007) (0.007) (0.005)
marketprofit*public n.a. -0.010 -0.029∗∗ 0.008
n.a. (0.009) (0.015) (0.009)
constant n.a. -0.098 0.133 0.242∗∗∗
n.a. (0.099) (0.098) (0.070)
observations 7 25 50 39
adj. R2 n.a. 0.075 0.129 -0.053
F n.a. 1.645 3.414 0.361
Notes: The sample is split according to the ex ante chocolate choice and whether participants
chose between one fair trade chocolate bar and one (1-to-1) or two (2-to-1) conventional ones.
Standard errors in parentheses. * p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01
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D.3 Regression analysis of treatment effect by type
Table 6: Regression of the stated fair trade premium a = wfair − wconv on treatment
(public), earnings from the first part of the experiment (marketprofit), and an interaction
term.
fair trade conventional
all pos. demand all pos. demand
public 0.014 0.043 0.258∗∗ 0.267∗∗
(0.100) (0.117) (0.111) (0.123)
marketprofit 0.008∗ 0.006 0.004 0.004
(0.005) (0.005) (0.006) (0.007)
marketprofit*public -0.013 -0.015 -0.008 -0.008
(0.009) (0.010) (0.008) (0.009)
constant 0.176∗∗∗ 0.214∗∗∗ -0.098 -0.107
(0.065) (0.074) (0.080) (0.089)
observations 89 76 32 28
adj. R2 0.038 0.014 0.095 0.093
F 2.165 1.361 2.079 1.926
Notes: The sample is split according to chocolate choice. Columns 2 and 4 exclude
subjects who bid less than 2 cents for each type of chocolate. Standard errors in
parentheses. * p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01
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D.4 Regression analysis by treatment
Table 7: Regression of the stated fair trade premium a = wfair − wconv on (ex ante) fair
trade choice and earnings from the first part of the experiment (marketprofit).








adj. R2 0.186 -0.005
F 7.758 0.865
Notes: The sample is split according to the treatment being private or public. Stan-
dard errors in parentheses. * p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01
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D.5 Regression analysis with consumer dummy instead of market
profit
Table 8: Regression of the stated fair trade premium a = wfair − wconv on (ex-ante) fair
trade choice, treatment (public), a dummy for the participant being a consumer in the















adj. R2 0.109 0.111
F 3.950 3.581
Notes: Column 2 excludes subjects who bid less than 2 cents for each type of choco-
late. Standard errors in parentheses. * p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01
A consumer has a fair trade premium that is on average 0.16 Euros higher than that
of a firm or worker. In our full sample of 121 participants, consumers earn on average
23.47 Euros, firms and workers earn on average 5.15 Euros in the market game. Thus,
being a consumer corresponds to an average increase in earnings from the market game
by 18.32 Euros. This would correspond to an average increase in the fair trade premium
of 13 cents according to the regression controlling for first stage earnings reported in
the main text (see Table 2). When we instead look at the coefficient on the consumer
dummy in Table 8, we obtain a very similar result: being a consumer is related to a fair
trade premium that is on average 15.9 cents higher that that of participants in the roles
of worker or firm.
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D.6 Regression analysis with controls for possible dependence within
groups from the market game
Table 9: Regression of the stated fair trade premium a = wfair − wconv on (ex-ante) fair
trade choice, treatment (public), earnings from the first part of the experiment (market-
profit), and interaction terms.
Standard Group-level RE RE and Clustered SE
FTchoice 0.313∗∗∗ 0.341∗∗∗ 0.313∗∗∗ 0.336∗∗∗ 0.313∗∗∗ 0.336∗∗∗
(0.085) (0.093) (0.085) (0.093) (0.060) (0.056)
public 0.292∗∗ 0.306∗∗ 0.292∗∗ 0.288∗∗ 0.292∗∗∗ 0.288∗∗
(0.122) (0.133) (0.122) (0.137) (0.109) (0.117)
FTchoice*public -0.290∗∗ -0.289∗∗ -0.290∗∗ -0.260∗ -0.290∗∗∗ -0.260∗∗
(0.119) (0.131) (0.119) (0.133) (0.106) (0.111)
marketprofit 0.007∗ 0.006 0.007∗ 0.006 0.007 0.006
(0.004) (0.004) (0.004) (0.004) (0.005) (0.005)
marketprofit*public -0.012∗∗ -0.012∗ -0.012∗∗ -0.011∗ -0.012∗ -0.011∗
(0.006) (0.007) (0.006) (0.007) (0.006) (0.006)
constant -0.129 -0.122 -0.129 -0.119 -0.129∗ -0.119∗
(0.082) (0.090) (0.082) (0.092) (0.069) (0.072)
observations 121 104 121 104 121 104
adj. R2 0.113 0.113 (a) (b) (a) (b)
F 4.070 3.631 20.348 (c) 18.149 (c) 32.955 (c) 47.575 (c)
Notes: Columns 1 and 2 are the benchmark specifications (also reported in the main text).
Columns 3 and 4 include random effects at the group level (groups from the market game),
columns 5 and 6 include random effects at the group-level random effects and allow for
errors being clustered within groups. In columns 2, 4, and 6, we exclude subjects who bid
less than 2 cents for each type of chocolate. (a) R2: within= 0.139, between = 0.122, overall
= 0.150. (b) R2: within = 0.198, between = 0.007, overall = 0.156. (c) χ2 statistic. Standard
errors in parentheses. * p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01
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E Recruitment email asking for chocolate choice
Below is the English translation of the text of the email that was sent to participants
before the experiment to elicit their fair trade choice. The subject line was “additional
information for experiment (date/time)”.
Dear participants of the experiment,
For your participation in this experiment, you receive in addition a bar of chocolate.
However, you have to choose the type before the experiment.
Two types of chocolate are on offer:
- conventional milk chocolate, 125g
- fair trade milk chocolate, 100g
Please send before the date of the experiment an email with your choice to ..@... Simply
put “conventional” or “fair trade” in the subject line.
regards
F Instructions for the second part of the experiment
Below is the English translation of original instructions for the second part of the ex-
periment, which were in German. The instructions for the market game (first part of
the experiment) are omitted as we do not analyze that part of the experiment here. The
instructions for the two treatments only differed in the last paragraph as indicated.
Instructions for the second part of the experiment
In the second part of the experiment, you make two simple decisions and answer a
brief questionnaire.
For the second part of the experiment, you will receive e 4 in addition to your earn-
ings from the first part. You can spend part of this e 4 to purchase a bar of chocolate.
Purchase of chocolate
The potential purchasing of chocolate takes place according to the following mecha-
nism:
• There are two types of chocolate, one is fair trade, the other one conventional. Both
will be shown to you before you make your decision.
• Please state your maximal willingness-to-pay for each type of chocolate on the
screen. Your willingness-to-pay must lie between e 0 and e 2 and you can choose
any amount in cents in this interval.
• Only your willingness-to-pay for one of the two types of chocolate will be payoff-
relevant in the end. Thus, you will receive at most one bar of chocolate. The
relevant type of chocolate is determined randomly and you will learn only after
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you have made your decisions which one it is. The same type of chocolate is
payoff-relevant for all participants.
• Before it has been determined which type of chocolate is payoff-relevant, the price
for the chocolate bar is drawn at random. This price is the same for all participants
and is independent of the type of chocolate. The price can be between e 0 and e 2
and any amount in cents is equally likely.
• If your stated maximal willingness-to-pay for the relevant type of chocolate is at
least as high as the randomly drawn price, you obtain one bar of this type of
chocolate and the price is subtracted from the e 4 that you were given for the
second part of the experiment. If your stated maximal willingness-to-pay is lower
than the randomly drawn price, you will not receive a bar of chocolate and you
do not pay anything; thus you keep your e 4.
Please note that with your stated willingness-to-pay you cannot influence the price
of the chocolate but only whether you will get a bar. Therefore, you should indeed state
how much you would pay at most for the respective type of chocolate. Then you receive
the chocolate whenever you do not have to pay more for it than what you are at most
willing to pay and you do not receive a chocolate bar whenever you would have to pay
more than your maximal willingness-to-pay.
Example 1: You state a maximal WTP of e 0.13 for fair trade chocolate and of e 1.93
for conventional chocolate. Suppose the randomly determined price is e 0.78. If fair
trade is drawn to be payoff-relevant, you obtain e 4 but no chocolate bar because your
stated maximal willingness-to-pay of e 0.13 is lower than the price of e 0.78. If the
conventional chocolate is chosen to be payoff-relevant instead, you receive a bar of con-
ventional chocolate and you paye 0.78. In this case, you will receivee 4 -e 0.78 =e 3.22
and a bar of conventional chocolate for this part of the experiment.
Example 2: You state a maximal WTP of e 1.34 for fair trade and of e 0.62 for con-
ventional chocolate. Suppose the randomly determined price is e 0.44. If fair trade
is chosen to be payoff-relevant, you receive a bar of fair trade chocolate and you pay
e 0.44. In this case, you obtain e 4 - e 0.44 = e 3.56 and a bar of fair trade chocolate for
this part of the experiment. If the conventional chocolate is chosen to be payoff-relevant
instead, you receive a bar of conventional chocolate and you pay e 0.44. In this case,
you obtain e 4 - e 0.44 = e 3.56 and a bar of conventional chocolate for this part of the
experiment.
From the examples you see that you cannot influence the price through your stated
maxi-mal willingness-to-pay (in example 2, you pay the same price in both cases even
though the maximal willingness-to-pay is different) but only whether you obtain a bar
of chocolate (example 1).
Questionnaire
After all participants have entered their willingness-to-pay for both types of choco-
late, we ask you to fill in a brief questionnaire on the screen.
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Distribution of chocolate (private treatment)
After filling in the questionnaire, you will first be informed about the randomly
drawn price and be reminded of your stated willingness-to-pay for both types. You
will then be informed which type of chocolate is payoff-relevant and whether you will
receive a bar. At the end of the experiment you receive your chocolate, if you get one,
in the adjoining room together with the money that you earned in the experiment.
None of the other participants will learn whether you receive a bar of chocolate, your
willingness-to-pay for it or how much money you obtain.
Distribution of chocolate (public treatment)
After filling in the questionnaire, you will first be informed about the randomly
drawn price and be reminded of your stated willingness-to-pay for both types. Each
of you will then be asked individually to announce your stated maximal willingness-
to-pay for both types of chocolate.
You will then be informed which type of chocolate is payoff-relevant and whether
you will obtain a bar.
If your stated willingness-to-pay for the payoff-relevant type is at least as high as the
price, you will be asked to come forward to pick up your bar of chocolate.
You will receive the money that you earned in the experiment in the adjoining room.
None of the other participants will learn how much money you receive.
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